This note is meant to invite the reader to consider interaction nets, a relatively recently discovered model of computation, as a possible alternative for cellular automata which are often employed as the basis for digital physics. Defined as graph-like structures (in contrast to the grids for cellular automata), interaction nets possess a set of interesting properties, such as locality, linearity, and strong confluence, which together result in so-called clockless computation in the sense that they do not require any global clock in order to operate. We believe that an attempt of using interaction nets as a replacement for cellular automata may lead to a new view in digital physics.
Introduction
The idea of representing the world as a process of executing a digital computer program seems to have been circulating since about 1960s. In recent works [3] cellular automata appear to have been the most widely used (if not the only one) model of computation put forward as the basis for modeling such a digital computer. Traditionally, the grid of a cellular automaton is seen as representation of space, and the sequence of its states as representation of time.
In computer science, cellular automata is one member in quite a big array of models of computation. Models of computation are equivalent in the sense that any solvable problem can be solved within those models. However, properties which models possess can be very different. In this note we would like to advertise interaction nets which we believe might possibly lead to a new view in digital physics.
Interaction nets are one of graphical models of computation based on the notion of "computation as interaction". They were devised by Yves Lafont [4] as a generalisation of the proof structures of linear logic. This model of computation benefits from the following properties:
• locality in the sense that only two adjacent nodes can interact at a time, and each such step of computation is completely independent from the rest of a net;
• linearity in the sense that each step of computation can be done in constant time, therefore total computation time is linear on the number of steps;
• strong confluence in the sense that the order in which the steps of computation are performed does not influence the process of computation.
Let us make some remarks regarding representation of space and time with interaction nets. First, as arbitrary graph-like structures, interaction nets are inherently three-dimensional, unlike cellular automata where one has to assign dimensionality to the system, perhaps artificially. Second, while causality does take place in interaction nets just like for cellular automata, the notion of a global state is rather irrelevant due to strong confluence, so computing with interaction nets is essentially clockless.
The next section first gives a short overview of interaction nets and then discusses their properties more formally among some other aspects. For a more thorough introduction as well as examples of how exactly interaction nets can perform actual computations, we urge the reader to follow [1] . 
Interaction Nets
This section gives a rather informal brief introduction to interaction nets and their textual representation called the interaction calculus [2] . Here, we intentionally omit the notion of interface which is specific to some applications but is not crucial for this model of computation.
Interaction nets are graph-like structures consisting of primitives shown in Figure 1 . Agents of type α can be graphically represented as shown in Figure 1a . Agents have arity ar(α) ≥ 0. If ar(α) = n, the agent α has n auxiliary ports x 1 , . . . , x n in addition to its principal port x 0 . All agent types belong to a set Σ called signature. Any port must be connected to exactly one edge. Wiring ω on Figure 1b consists solely of edges. Inductively defined trees on Figure 1c correspond to terms t ::= α(t 1 , . . . ,t n ) | x in the interaction calculus, where x is called a name.
Any net N can be redrawn using the previously defined wiring and tree primitives as follows: which in the interaction calculus corresponds to a configuration v 1 = w 1 , . . . , v n = w n which is an unordered multiset of equations v i = w i , where v i and w i are arbitrary terms. The wiring ω translates to names, and each name has to occur exactly twice in a configuration. For configurations, so-called α-conversion is defined as follows: both occurrences of any name can be replaced with any new name if the latter does not occur in a given configuration. Configurations are considered equal up to α-conversion.
When two agents are connected to each other with their principal ports, they form an active pair. For active pairs one can introduce interaction rules which describe how the active pair rewrites to another net. Graphically, any interaction rule can be represented as follows: where α, β ∈ Σ , and the net N is redrawn using primitives of wirings and trees in order to translate the rule into the interaction calculus as α[v 1 , . . . , v m ] ⊲⊳ β [w 1 , . . . , w n ] using Lafont's notation. A net with no active pairs is said to be in normal form. A signature Σ (with mapping ar defined on it) along with a set of interaction rules defined for agents α ∈ Σ together constitute an interaction system. Now, let us consider an example for the notions introduced above in this section. Figure 2 shows two interaction rules for commonly used agents ε and δ and a simple interaction net to which these interaction rules are applied. Using Lafont's notation, the erasing rule from Figure 2a is written as ε ⊲⊳ α[ε, . . . , ε], while the duplication rule given in Figure 2b can be represented as follows:
Figure 2c provides an example of a non-terminating net which reduces to itself. In terms of the interaction calculus, one can write this net as a configuration δ (ε, x) = γ(x, ε) .
The interaction calculus defines reduction on configurations in more details than seen from graph rewriting defined on interaction nets. Namely, if α[v 1 , . . . , v m ] ⊲⊳ β [w 1 , . . . , w n ], the following reduction:
is called interaction. For equations of the form x = u indirection can be applied resulting in substitution t[x := u] defined as the result of replacing the other occurrence of the name x in term t with term u: Coming back to the example of a non-terminating net shown in Figure 2c , the infinite reduction sequence starting from the corresponding configuration in the interaction calculus is as follows:
Now, let us describe the properties of interaction nets more formally:
• locality means that only active pairs can be rewritten;
• linearity means that each interaction rule can be applied in constant time;
• strong confluence also known as one-step diamond property means that if c → c 1 and c → c 2 , then c 1 → c ′ and c 2 → c ′ for some c ′ .
Perhaps the simplest universal interaction system is that of interaction combinators [5] . It is defined by the signature Σ = {ε, δ , γ} with annihilation rules γ[x, y] ⊲⊳ γ[y, x] and δ [x, y] ⊲⊳ δ [x, y] in addition to the erasing and duplication rules shown above. The interaction system of interaction combinators is Turing-complete and can simulate any other interaction system or another model of computation.
However, please note that signatures and sets of interaction rules are not required to be small or even finite. In fact, in many applications of interaction nets infinite sets of agent types and interaction rules are actually preferred as they often allow to represent desired structures in a much more natural and efficient way than using interaction combinators.
Conclusion
In this note we briefly presented interaction nets, which we believe may be a worthwhile replacement for cellular automata to consider in digital physics. It would be interesting to see the consequences of using clockless computation with graph-like structures as the basis for discrete, deterministic characterisation of the physical world, in particular with respect to the phenomenon of quantum entanglement.
